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the circumstances of her novel. Phil and
his family have a sufficient love, and they
extend it to this child, Louise.

Freeman believes in the therapeutic
qualities of beautiful rural places. She vio-
lates geography by placing Montpelier,
Idaho, Phil's hometown, on the shores of
Bear Lake for no other reason than that
such a setting makes Phil's home more
beautiful. She describes the lake, the
surrounding farms, the nearby mountains,
the brilliance of the night sky in loving
detail. She has Phil hunt doves not far
from his own property. Phil takes Louise
fishing from a dock on his own shoreline
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RELIGIOUS CONFLICT, dissent, and schism
rarely have been examined in a critical,
balanced, and systematic fashion. Social
order, harmony, cooperation, and confor-
mity commonly are considered normal,
desirable, and good; while social change,
conflict, competition, and nonconformity
are considered bad. Religions, however,
exhibit at least as much conflict, violence,
and fragmentation as equilibrium, tran-
quility, and cohesion. Paradoxically sec-
tarianism additionally compounds reli-
gious conflict: religions commonly assert
themselves as the only True Religion,
defending and legitimating their claims
with literalistic accounts of past and
present events. Sacred stories (myths) are
invaluable, but they should not be con-
fused with the products of academic dis-
cipline. Religious mythologies and scho-
lastic interpretations are different and
serve distinctive purposes. To ignore reli-
gious conflict or to interpret it as merely

property. He teaches her the salubrity of
working the soil of his backyard garden.
Perhaps there is some wishful thinking on
Freeman's part in all this. For many, the
restorative powers of nature and the soil
are no more than an old and venerable
myth.

That doesn't matter. Set for Life is an
excellent novel. It is well plotted, credible
in characterization, and cast in a fluid,
functional style. It recognizes the anguish
of modern America and propounds a
potent relief. For its authenticity and hope
it deserves to be widely read.

a form of deviance or uniformly detri-
mental reflects a misunderstanding of the
complexity of religion.

This collection of nine original essays,
focused on conflict, dissent, and schism
within the RLDS Church, is a significant,
exploratory effort to treat and overcome
persistent deficiencies in scholarly perspec-
tive and thought. Most of the authors are
R L D S ; some are church officials,
although none of them speak for the
church. They all hold impressive aca-
demic credentials. They boldly pronounce
the RLDS faith as a tradition of debate,
dissent, and nonconformity sometimes
resulting in disaffection, repudiation, and
fragmentation. The contributors examine
conflict and dissent from multiple theo-
retical viewpoints without prejudice. Their
essays enhance our understanding of crit-
icism, disagreement, division, and related
social processes within a religious organi-
zation and evaluate both the position and
the consequences of conflict, as well as
ways of ameliorating the problems result-
ing from discord. The book's organiza-
tion is coherent and systematic, address-
ing the history of the RLDS movement
and splinter organizations and the poli-
tics, sociology, theology, and ethics of dis-
sent, specifically that of the last twenty
years. Each essay is credible and read-
able and several are truly outstanding.
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Pat Spillman's preface briefly intro-
duces the book. Roger Launius master-
fully interprets Mormonism's early history
and the emergent RLDS movement, con-
vincingly arguing the pivotal contention
that the Reorganization was a tradition of
pluralistic dissent. An efficacious overview
of leading dissenters and splinters is
supplied by Steven Shields. Kenneth
Mulliken's historical narrative illuminates
the "supreme directional control contro-
versy" of Frederick Smith's presidency,
astutely analyzing and interpreting it
through the enigmatic Latter Day Saint
concept of theocratic-democracy. The divi-
sion between RLDS fundamentalists and
liberals which developed during the late
1950s, subsequently fueling dissent and
segmentation, is described in rich detail
by William Russell. His painstaking inves-
tigation, penetrating analysis, and sensi-
tive, trenchant interpretation of RLDS
fundamentalism enlightens other essays in
this collection and establishes the ratio-
nale for subsequent inquiries. Separate
chapters by Donald Breckon and Maurice
Draper furnish useful compendiums of the
political and sociological aspects of reli-
gious dissention.

Larry Conrad's analysis and inter-
pretation of RLDS theology, focusing on
the fundamentalist/progressive fissure, is
at once disturbing and fascinating. His
assessment of a current crisis in RLDS
theology, resulting from a breakdown of
previous consensus, is sagacious; yet a
more orderly inspection of the dismem-
berment of the franchise —based on
Conrad's superb previous research — would
have been fruitful. The "Protestantism"
to which RLDS progressives have been
attracted is overworked and too vague. His
obvious disdain for Mormon orthodoxy is
unwarranted, and the use of "mainstream
Protestantism" resembles a thinly dis-
guised, secularized sectarianism. His crit-
icisms that progressives have neglected tra-
dition, abused political power through
centralized authority, and missed an
opportunity to re-examine the priesthood
concept in ordaining women are insight-

ful and constructive. His rationalistic con-
cern for theology does not acknowledge
adequately that religion lives in the expe-
riences, meanings, and activities of its
members, notwithstanding theological dis-
array and ferment. Even so, Conrad's
challenge magnifies crucial propositions
and promises to promote much needed
debate and discussion.

Paul Edwards' essay on the ethics of
dissent is personal and deeply moving,
filled with witty, yet profound, biting
philosophical insights, and always de-
lightfully cynical. In a concluding chap-
ter, Pat Spillman weaves together re-
views of the history of dissent in the
RLDS Church and a sociological inter-
pretation which sees the movement being
transformed from a "sect" into a "denom-
ination." The collection concludes with
Roger Launius's "suggestions for further
reading."

Though only a beginning, this ener-
gizing work should initiate greater schol-
arly interest in conflict, dissent, and
schism within Mormonism. In spite of
efforts to expand the discussion to Mor-
monism generally (especially by Launius
and Edwards), this book is about the
Reorganization. Though the debated
issues may seem strange and unfamiliar
to RLDS outsiders, this volume makes
them accessible. Confirming the book's
central thesis, its contents have aggravated
controversy. RLDS fundamentalists have
misconstrued scholarly analysis and cri-
tique as support for their contentions
about the leadership and have complained
that they were not asked to contribute —
their sympathetic treatment by the essay-
ists notwithstanding. Some RLDS lead-
ers apparently have little appreciation for
the merits of self-examination and criti-
cism or the scholarly enterprise. The en-
lightening studies assembled in this col-
lection exhibit a deep, consequential
concern for Mormonism and the RLDS
movement. Perhaps rank and file Saints
will hear the authors' message as one of
principled conviction, genuine respect,
and sincere love.
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